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Preface
There are different sects of Satanism. Joy of Satan Ministries is Spiritual
Satanism.
Satanism is not a "Christian invention."
Satanism predates Christianity and all other religions.
Satanism is not about spooks, goblins, vampires, Halloween monsters or other
related entities.
Satanism is not about "evil."
Satanism is not a "reaction to Christianity."
Satanism is not about death.
True Satanism is about elevating and empowering humanity, which was our True
Creator (Satan's) intention.
We know Satan/Lucifer as a real being.
We know Satan to be the True Father and Creator God of humanity.
We know "Yaweh/Jehova" of the bible to be a fictitious entity, and the people
behind coercing this lie, to be the true deceivers of humanity and the masters of
lies. This is evident in the many contradictions within the Judeo/Christian Bible,
revealing this text to be the work of human beings who had occult knowledge and
infused it with power to make it credible, and to incite fear in order to control.
We are law abiding.
We DO NOT advocate or participate in any blood or living sacrifice. This act is
Judeo/Christian, as stated in their Bible- Deuteronomy 12:27:
"And thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, the flesh, and the blood, upon the altar
of the LORD thy God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out upon
the altar of the LORD thy God, and thou shalt eat the flesh."
We have found Satanism is the original religion of humanity. We have done our
research. Satanism is based upon the ancient religions that predated Judaism
and Christianity from hundreds to thousands of years.
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Christianity was a reaction to the original Pagan religions, labeled as "Satanism"
meaning "enemy/adversary" in Hebrew. If you read through the information
contained within this website, we prove this.
Christianity was invented to remove spiritual and occult knowledge (the powers
of the mind) from the populace and place this power in the hands of a "chosen"
few to the detriment of all humanity. The powers of the mind and soul are very
real. People who are unaware of or who do not believe in these powers are easy
to control and manipulate by those who are skilled in using these energies.
The Original Gods [Demons] were unjustly labeled as monsters and branded as
"evil" to keep humanity from spiritual knowledge. Because of this, the human
race has drastically degenerated both spiritually and intellectually.
Spiritual Satanism strongly advocates all learning, knowledge, inquiry, and free
thought.
Spiritual Satanism supports the separation of church and state. Satanists do not
push Satanism or proselytize.
Spiritual Satanists acknowledge science and believe everything of the
occult/supernatural to have a rational scientific explanation. We believe humanity
has been held back dangerously in this area due to the hoax of
Judeo/Christianity and its relentless attacks upon science for centuries.
We practice power meditation to advance spiritually and to elevate ourselves.
Power meditation is as essential for the human soul as food is essential for the
human body. The serpent, a symbol of Satan represents the fiery kundalini force
coiled at the base of the spine, which upon ascending, transforms the human
mind and soul to a much higher level of understanding and ability. This is the true
meaning of "Raising the Devil." The Serpent symbol of Satan also represents the
DNA helix of life.
We work directly with Satan. We believe each and every person who is willing
and respectful can have a personal relationship with Satan. There are no
mediators in Spiritual Satanism; the Ministry is here only for guidance and
support.
We take our tenets and practices directly from Satan himself. For far too long,
enemies of Satan such as the Christian churches have been at liberty to dictate
lies concerning Satan and Satanism. These lies have been the foundation of
occult crimes and other heinous acts that they indirectly promote. True Satanism
has been actively and zealously suppressed for centuries and many out of
ignorance believe lies about Satan and react accordingly.
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Spiritual Satanism is a life loving religion. Satan accepts us as we are, but guides
us to advance ourselves to where we evolve to a higher level. Spiritual Satanists
are free to live their lives as they choose- responsibility to the responsible. We
live by natural law and encourage everyone to develop themselves to their fullest
extent.
We know we “save” our own souls as opposed to claims of the Nazarene saving
anyone. Satanism is based upon the true transformation of the soul through
power meditation. The Nazarene is a fictitious entity, whose identity was stolen
form some 18+ crucified Pagan Gods, such as Odin, who hung from a tree and is
nothing more than a tool to keep humanity under the control of a chosen few.
The Nazarene has been used in Christian masses and services as a substitute
for a human living blood sacrifice, revealing their true purpose.
The Judeo/Christian religion is a vicious hoax on humanity of catastrophic
proportions. For a hoax to succeed there has to be a lack of knowledge on the
part of the victim. The Christian religion and its cohorts actively suppress
knowledge and free thought, encourage people to be slaves, and never advocate
or teach anything for the betterment or advancement of humanity. As opposed to
the stories of how the Nazarene healed people; Satan shows us how we can
heal ourselves and perform so-called miracles, using our minds and the powers
of our own souls.
Through empowering ourselves, we have confidence, self-respect and achieve
spiritual advancement and independence.
Spiritual Satanism places no limits on developing the powers of the mind- known
as "witchcraft" or "magick." We believe in justice and just as martial artists are
versed in the uses of Dim Mak and other aspects of physical combat, Spiritual
Satanists are versed in the Black Arts of "magick" should they ever need them.
People who are unaware of these powers are defenseless against them, and the
powers that be know this all too well.
Spiritual Satanism does not in any way condone spirit abuse as taught in the
classical grimoires. The Demons who were bound and compelled to do the
bidding of the sorcerers are now free and anyone using the nine-foot circle
methods and "Jehova" names is inviting personal disaster. The Demons are our
friends and with respect and reverence in summoning through Satan, we seek to
establish mutually beneficial relationships with them.
Spiritual Satanism advocates individuality, liberty, and independence.
It is obvious that Satan is not the "deceiver of humanity." His followers have been
few in number and he doesn't need copious amounts of wealth, power and
control to keep his followers.
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Satan
For too long, so many lies and so much misinformation have been spread about
Satan. Many of us have seen him, have conversed with him, and have even
been astrally touched by him. Nearly all of us who know him agree concerning
his appearance. RHP religions have for far too long, written the book on how they
believe him to appear, how they believe Demons to look and these are nothing
but blasphemous lies. He is not red with horns and a tail, nor does he look like a
Halloween monster. He does not have flaming red eyes or rubbery wings. These
depictions are intended to insult, denigrate, and blaspheme him. (There are
some lower orders of Demons. They are protectors and messengers who serve
the higher-ranking Demons). Here are images of how Satan appears to those of
us who have seen him. Contrary to Satanism being labeled as "darkness," Satan
appears wearing a long white robe identical to what he is shown wearing in the
images below. Many of us see him often and have a very close relationship with
him. He is beautiful.
Many people have asked what Father Satan's Sigils look like:

The Sigil on the left; the cup with the ankh is the True GRAIL. This is the cup that
holds the Elixir of life.
His Day is Monday.
His Colors are Blue, Red, and Black. The colors black and red date back to
Ancient Egypt. Egypt was known as the "Black and Red Land" and was the
center of Spiritual Alchemy. Spiritual Alchemy is the transformation of the human
soul into the godhead. Through this transformation, we complete Our Creator
Satan's unfinished work.
The Grail is part of the Magnum Opus (the ultimate working of the mind and soul,
which transforms us to physical and spiritual perfection and gives us physical
immortality). This potential we have within ourselves. It is not a material object,
but a concept. The "blood of the chakras" is the energy they leak when
stimulated. The Grail is depicted as "Royal Blood." this is the 'blood' of the
chakras.
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Satan is the Sumerian God EA, also known as ENKI, which means "Lord of the
Earth." He is also known as Melek Ta'us.
Animals that are sacred to him are the Peacock, the Serpent, the Goat, the
Dragon, and the Raven.
The Peacock is sacred to Satan and represents the multi-colored stage of the
Magnum Opus following the Nigredo. The Serpent and the Dragon represent the
kundalini at the base of the spine. The Raven represents the nigredo stage of
spiritual transformation, of the Magnum Opus. The Goat represents fertility and
also has to do with spiritual transformation; the abundance of the chi.
His numbers are 2, 13, and 666
(666 is symbolic of the Age of Aquarius when he will rule again).
666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. The true meaning of the "Temple of
Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN. The "Temple of the Sun in truth is the
human body and the Sun is the light that shines from the transformed and
empowered soul. "Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is the Latin
word for the Sun and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by
the Hindus to the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The
symbolism of the Temple of Solomon was stolen by the Jews and made into an
phony character, as with the fictitious Nazarene and nearly everything in the
Judeo/Christian Bible.
His Zodiac Signs are Aquarius, the Water Bearer and Capricorn, the Goat.
His Planets are Uranus and Venus (the Morning Star).
His Directions are both South and East
His most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the Sun is one degree
into Capricorn. Capricorn is the 10th sign of the zodiac and the first degree of this
sign makes eleven. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice is his
Personal Day, which should be observed by every dedicated Satanist. (This was
dictated directly from him, personally).
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Name of Satan
After several years of intense and extensive research, it has all come together.
1. The bible was invented in order to keep esoteric knowledge and mind/soul
power in the hands of a select few.
2. Christianity, which began with the Catholic Church, was invented to physically
enforce the above and also, to destroy and to replace the original religions. The
original religions centered around the reverence for the serpent. The serpent is
the symbol of the kundalini. The "Tree of Knowledge" is really the map of the
human soul. It is seen in nearly every ancient religion pre-dating
Judeo/Christianity. The trunk symbolizes the spine, and the branches symbolize
the chakras and the kundalini pathways. There are 144,000 nadis (channels for
the kundalini life force) within the human soul.
The Buddha sat beneath the "Bo Tree" and achieved enlightenment. "Bo means
serpent, as in Bo-A or Boo-Ta." ¹ The Christian Church stole, twisted, and
corrupted everything they could from the original religions. The fig tree was
known as "The Tree of Wisdom" Ficus religiosa. ² The xian church corrupted this
with the placing of fig leaves over the genitals of Adam and Eve.
3. "Satan" in Hebrew means "enemy" and "adversary."
Now, the word "Satan" goes back much, much further than the Hebrew definition.
Here is a link everyone should check out.
Note in the upper northwest corner of the map of India, the name of the town
"Satana."
"Satnam" and "Sa Ta Na Ma" are sacred mantras used in kundalini (serpent)
meditation. The five primal sounds in Ancient Sanskrit, one of the oldest known
languages are "SA-TA-NA-MA." "Sa" means infinity; Ta means life; Na means
death; and Ma means rebirth. All variations of the name "SATAN" mean TRUTH
in Sanskrit, which is one of the worlds oldest and most ancient of languages.
All of this has to do with the kundalini life force (the serpent) within us. "Jacob's
coat of colors" in the bible is the aura. The number seven is the chakras. The
interpreters of the old grimoires have it all wrong about the "seven planets." The
ancients knew much more than given credit for regarding astronomy.
Anyone familiar with Chinese medicine and advanced martial arts is aware of the
chi (the life force, same as the kundalini) and how it is more active in certain
pathways in the body on certain days and hours. I uploaded a chart to the
meditations section for this. The authors of alchemy texts in those days put their
writings in codes in order to escape persecution by the church.
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The sun was another object of veneration for the original religions. This was
because of the pure, raw power it bestowed and as it is the source of all life.
Drawing down the moon or absorbing energy from the stars is nothing compared
to what can be done under the sun, given the knowledge and training. JoS clergy
members know this. Holes in the aura are healed and the life force is amplified
as with no other source of light.
"Lucifer" was also given to our beloved Father as a name. Lucifer was originally a
Roman God with no connection to our Father Satan/Ea. The prefix "Luc" has to
do with light. The soul needs light. The morning star, Venus, was a source of light
for the ancients as its rising preceded the all-important sun. Venus also rules the
important heart chakra.
Father Satan (I prefer to call him Satan, personally), told me he has no problem
with people calling him by the names he has been known by for centuries, even
though they are inaccurate. I call him Father Satan whenever I communicate with
him or thank him for something. To me "Satan" will always mean "adversary,"
adversary to the enemy lie of Judeo/Christianity.
The Catholic Church knew the original religions had to be replaced with
something else and this is where all of the stories in the bible came from. They
are all rip-offs from the originals, which had their origins long before
Judeo/Christianity ever reared its ugly head.
The Virgin Mary stole from and replaced Astaroth, who was bound, as "the Lady
of Heaven." Astaroth was the most popular Goddess in the pre-Christian world.
Fictitious Jehova ripped off from Enlil/Beelzebub/Baal, who was the most popular
God in the pre-Christian world, and then there is our beloved Creator Father
Satan/Ea who wound up as the Serpent and the Devil.
Sexuality, which is the primary aspect of the life force, automatically came under
intense scrutiny by the church. Orgasm directly stimulates the kundalini serpent
the base of the spine. The creative energy needed to produce another human life
can be used to revamp one's life force, which advances and empowers one's
soul.
Obviously sexual activity could not be prohibited, so fear was used to place it
under strict regulation. In the xian religions, especially the Catholic Church of old,
all sexual pleasure was sinful and prohibited by the church. Intercourse was only
to produce children and nothing more. Nakedness became a sin because it led to
lust. Masturbation was another "mortal sin." Anything that had to do with the
raising of the kundalini was severely attacked by the church. The sole purpose of
the Christian Church was for the removal of knowledge and nothing more.
While the masses have been stripped of this knowledge and power, a select few
who have worked to remove this knowledge use it liberally to enslave the
unknowing world. The Jesuit assassins of the Catholic Church are known to even
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levitate as they draw off of the psychic power from the prayers of their unknowing
victims.
¹ Cloak of the Illuminati by William Henry, 2003
² Ibid.
Although this book has a lot of valuable information if one reads between the
lines, the author is deluded as he believes in the fictitious nazarene.
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Spiritual Satanism
Spiritual Satanism, like "Traditional Satanism," differs from LaVeyan Satanism.
We are aware of the existence of Satan/Lucifer as an actual being. We are not
atheists! In spite of major discrepancies, the Church of Satan, founded 1966, by
Anton Szandor LaVey, presently takes an atheistic stance as far as external
deities are concerned, and views Satan as only an “archetype.”
In light of new knowledge based upon hundreds of hours of intense and in-depth
research, we have discovered the following:
1. Satan is our True Creator God.
"YHVH" otherwise known as "Jehova" by the deluded, is a false entity. "YHVH"
stands for the four elements and corners in the popular Jewish systems of
magick that are available to the public.
2. The character "Jesus Christ" is fictitious and was stolen from some 18+ Pagan
legends of a God hanging from a tree, such as Odin, then being resurrected, and
is another description of the alchemical operation of transforming the soul- death
and then resurrection.
The nazarene is and has never been anything more than a tool to remove all true
spiritual knowledge and disarm the populace of their spiritual powers. Humanity
has paid to the tune of trillions upon trillions of dollars, and with sickness, misery,
and suffering due to the removal of this knowledge. Spiritual knowledge was
systematically destroyed, twisted, and corrupted to SPIRITUALLY AND
FINANCIALLY ENSLAVE US ALL. By force-feeding the populace that the
Nazarene is a real entity, those at the top have maintained control and have
reaped untold wealth and power.
3. True Satanism preceded Christianity by thousands of years and is based upon
total transformation of the soul. Christians are deluded into "accepting Jesus
Christ" and "living saved" which is all false. Everything in the Christian religion is
false and we prove this beyond all doubts. The Christian "saved" hoax is based
upon stolen and corrupted knowledge of alchemy, where one truly works
spiritually to transform one's soul into godhead.
Many Traditional Satanists worship Satan/Lucifer. Some acknowledge him as a
friend and do not worship. We respect individuality and personal choices. One's
relationship with Satan/Lucifer is up to the individual, as Satanism values free
thought and individuality.
Satan is the bringer of knowledge. The goal of Spiritual Satanism is to apply this
knowledge and transform our souls into godhead, as was originally intended by
our Creator God Satan.
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Unlike most religions, Spiritual Satanism encourages one to question everything.
Being one's personal best and exceeding limitations are the essence of Spiritual
Satanism and this begins with using one's brains to their maximum potential.
Spiritual Satanism does not in any way conflict with science. We strongly
encourage and support all scientific knowledge and enquiry. We are well aware
humanity is dangerously behind in scientific knowledge and understanding due to
centuries of oppression by Christianity. We believe that all spiritual and
paranormal phenomena can be scientifically explained in a rational manner;
scientific knowledge has not yet progressed far enough to comprehend or explain
much of the so-called "supernatural."
There are no mediators in Spiritual Satanism. We strongly encourage our people
to interact one on one with Satan. The ministry is here for guidance and support
only. One's relationship with Satan is between that individual and Satan. We take
the stance of "responsibility to the responsible." We place no limitations on
knowledge or personal power and do everything we can to make all knowledge
available to EVERYONE- not just a select few who are a self-appointed "elite" as
with other religions. Satan encourages self-study, learning, direct experience.
Most Spiritual Satanists make a commitment to Satan. The commitment is very
important because Satan protects us as we work to advance our powers. Those
who go it alone or without any spiritual protection often meet with disaster. Once
one makes a commitment, Demons often guide us and work with us to help us
advance. Unlike right hand path religions, Spiritual Satanism encourages action.
Satan wants his people to live life to the fullest and to evolve.
Satan is always there for us, but as we progress, he expects us to handle things,
as we are able to, for ourselves, using our own powers. Christianity and its
cohorts deliberately make cripples out of people. Christians forever rave about
how their Nazarene has healed people. These people remain as slaves because
they are never taught how to, nor are they required to heal themselves or others.
The Nazarene archetype stands for slavery, servitude, and enduring endless
abuse in order to program humanity to be the perfect slaves in a new world
order. The Nazarene places total emphasis on the "afterlife" in order to create the
mindset that the life we are now living does not matter. This frame of mind is
essential for enduring all kinds of abuse for the benefit of a few.
"It has served us well, this myth of Christ"
-Pope Leo X (1475-1521)
As for the so-called "miracles" connected with Christianity, any healings have
been very few and far in-between. These are also based upon allegories related
to transforming one's soul. Any human being with spiritual knowledge and power
can accomplish all of the feats attributed to the nazarene in the bible, and more.
Most Christians are unaware that they are dealing with nefarious aliens (enemy
Nordics also known as "angels" and greys), who put up a show every now and
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then to give credibility to the lie. With the New Age practitioners, many call upon
angels for assistance and learn nothing. The same theme of human ignorance
and powerlessness prevails. Satan/Lucifer is the True Creator God of, and the
great liberator of humanity. He does not fear humans having spiritual power and
knowledge because he is truthful and has nothing to hide.
Satan gives us the knowledge to become independent and free. He directs us to
be masters of our own lives and destinies. Satan and his Demons are always
there to help us when there are things we cannot yet handle.
Satan keeps his promises; he is consistent and loving with his own. Satan stands
for freedom, strength, power, and justice. Satan shows us it is NOT OK for us to
take abuse. He shows us that we are deserving of pleasure, happiness and a
better life. He created us through genetic engineering, the same as scientists are
now creating clones and working with genetics, but only on a much more
advanced level.
Many people disregard so-called “occult” power, they do not take it seriously or
are otherwise completely ignorant concerning it. The truth is, occult power has
been in the hands of a few for centuries. Christianity has been their tool for
removing this knowledge from the populace.
Following the removal of knowledge, a fictitious past was invented to keep
people from knowing the truth. People who do not understand or are unfamiliar
with these skills are at the mercy of those who have them and who are adept at
using them. Thousands of years ago in Ancient Egypt, this power was well
known and most of the populace knew how to use it. With the arrival of
Judeo/Christianity and Islam, knowledge was systematically destroyed wherever
it was found.
Cities, libraries, and any other sources of knowledge were destroyed in an
attempt to annihilate all knowledge of the Original Gods [who are
extraterrestrials] and the powers of the human soul. The Gods who interacted
with, intermarried or befriended humanity were cursed and banished.
Humanity has been cut off from our True Creator God Satan and has devolved
ever since. The abuse of children, animals, careless destruction and disregard
for the environment, the earth, and other living creatures are some of the effects
of spiritual degeneration. Thousands of years ago, long before the coming of
Judeo/Christianity, humans lived side by side with the Gods in the era known as
"The Golden Age."
Satan is the Sumerian God known as "EA" or "ENKI." He is a GOD, not an angel!
He has been denigrated and slandered through the centuries with falsehoods
and lies. Most people do not know Satan. They believe everything they are told
about him without question. Fear is a powerful tool that has been used for
centuries to keep humanity away from Satan.
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Satan is the most brilliant and powerful of the Gods. He is symbolized by the
Water Bearer of the sign of Aquarius, the 11th sign of the Zodiac. Aquarius is the
sign of humanity, technology, and genius. One of Satan's numbers is 11.
Satan/Enki established the Ancient Egyptian Order of the Serpent, also known as
"The Brotherhood of the Snake." Through the millennia, the teachings have been
corrupted and no longer resemble the original doctrines. This Order was to bring
humanity godly knowledge and power and to complete the Great Work of
transforming our souls. This knowledge has been kept in the hands of a few and
abused to the detriment of us all under the direction of the enemy gods. People
are told if they are given this power, they will abuse it. This is another lie created
and spread by those who deliberately use these powers for nefarious ends under
the direction of the enemy extraterrestrials masquerading as “jehova” and
company. To reveal these well-kept secrets to the average person would assure
that those in control would no longer retain their power.
The Gods are an extra-terrestrial humanoid race of beings. In the Christian bible,
they are referred to as the "Nephilim." These beings are very evolved, highly
advanced, and immensely knowledgeable and powerful. They genetically
modified their DNA, so they do not age.
In the Simon version of the Necronomicon (this book is based upon
Mesopotamian/Sumerian mythology, even though classified as a work of fiction),
the phrase: "When the Great Bear hangs low in the sky" refers to the
constellation Ursa Major, part of the Big Dipper. When the planets align a certain
way, it opens up a travel line for space travelers. People are always looking to
the sky for when the Gods will return.
Humanity’s sole purpose was for use as slave laborers in the mines for the
Nephilim. We were to be destroyed after the gold mining project was completed.
Satan, along with many of the Nephilim fathered children with human mothers.
These offspring were known as "Demi-Gods."
Satan is incredibly strong, brilliant, and powerful. He refused to admit defeat. He
lost a battle, but not the war. SATAN/LUCIFER STANDS FOR FREEDOM FROM
TYRANNY!
DOES SATAN REALLY EXIST?
Yes. He interacts with his Disciples and followers. Many of us have seen him, we
have witnessed the so-called supernatural, and we have been given abilities way
beyond that of the average person. When we ask, we get answers. Unlike other
religions, where followers have to go searching for their gods, Satan/Lucifer
comes to us. He lets us know of his presence.
Demons, as opposed to all of the Christian lies, are friends of humanity. Demons,
who are the Original Gods, give us much individual attention and protection, once
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a strong and trusted relationship is established. When we are close to, and under
the protection of Satan, he gives us good Demons to work with. Their Sigils
contain very important designs of alchemical symbols related to the opening of
the soul.
Satan is not "evil," nor is Satan responsible for the multitude of illnesses,
diseases, or anything else that afflicts humanity. These afflictions are due to the
removal and destruction of ancient knowledge that was replaced with the
Christianity programs.
Satanism stands for the balance of spirituality with technology. Without this
balance, civilizations eventually collapse.
“Hell” is not a burning lake of fire. Hell is not inside the Earth, as some foolish
Christians claim in order to frighten people. The Christian concept of Hell is very
ludicrous. Some of us, who are close to Satan, have seen “Hell.” We all seem to
have had the same experiences. Some places in Hell are dark and illuminated by
a blue light, and in other places, there is daylight. One of Lucifer's colors is blue
and Demons often appear with a blue light. Blue is a very spiritual color. I saw
people sitting around a table in a bar in Hell, playing cards. The room was smoke
filled, these people, already being dead, could smoke to their hearts content.
These people were in spirit form. Some visit the earth to help humans who are on
the Left Hand Path. This is where Satan keeps his own people until we can
reincarnate and evolve into godhead.
"Hell" and the "Lower world" are also allegories for the three lower chakras; "Hell"
representing the base chakra. The reason for this is the fiery kundalini serpent
lies coiled beneath the base chakra and when roused, it can be scorching hot.
As opposed to hysterical Christian claims, Satanism is not in any way about
blood sacrifice. All kinds of murder and living blood sacrifices can be seen all
throughout the Judeo/Christian bible. The serpent/snake, which symbolizes
Satan, represents the kundalini at the base of the spine, also the DNA. The
serpent represents life. When this force is activated, we are healed and
enlightened.
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The Origins of Satanism
Ø Satanism is not a Christian invention
Ø Satanism predates Christianity and all other religions
Ø Satanism is not about spooks, goblins, vampires, Halloween monsters or
other related entities
Ø Satanism is not about "evil"
Ø Satanism is not an invention of, or a "reaction to Christianity"
Ø Satanism is not a creation of Anton LaVey
Ø Satanism is not about death
Ø True Satanism is about elevating and empowering humanity to reach
equality with the Gods, which was our True Creator (Satan's) intention
"IN THE SECRET OF MY KNOWLEDGE THERE IS NO GOD BUT ME"
-SATAN
From "Peace Be Unto Him"
Due to centuries of misinformation, lies, and the systematic removal of
knowledge, few people these days understand or even know what “Satanism”
really is all about.
Christianity has been at liberty to dictate without any opposition, what they
CLAIM Satanism to be. In order to accomplish this, the truth had to be destroyed.
The Catholic Church (the original Christian Church, from which all Christian sects
have evolved), heinously tortured to death and mass-murdered millions of
innocent men, women and children in what was known as "The Inquisition."
Some children who were burnt to death in what were known as "witch houses"
were as young as two years of age. ¹
Christians forever rant and rave concerning the "one world order" where all
identities, cultures, personal privacies, and liberties will be lost and humanity,
after being systematically bar-coded, will be lumped into a one-world slave state.
What they fail to see is how their own so-called "religion" and bible have always
been and are the roots of and blueprint for this regime. Everything in the
Judeo/Christian Bible has been stolen and corrupted from religions predating
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam from hundreds to thousands of years. Through
Judaism and its tool of Christianity, all of the original spiritual teachings from
around the world, (which are CONCEPTS) have been stolen from, lumped
together into the "one," and corrupted into Jewish archetypes and characters and
fictitious places. This has given the Jewish people as a whole a false history,
political power and "spiritual" authority to which they are not entitled.
The bible is a very powerful subliminal tool to control the masses. One can see
this is a man-made work as there are endless contradictions. The bible has been
systematically drummed into the minds of the populace from a very early age. A
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lie must always be enforced as opposed to the truth, which can stand on its own.
Because spiritual knowledge and occult power have been removed and kept in
the hands of a "chosen" few, the unknowing populace has been helpless against
it. The agenda here is to create a one-world slave state with the "chosen" few
ruling at the top. The perpetrators of course blame Satan to create a necessary
distraction, while they use occult power to accomplish their ends. They have a
history of stealing from and blaming their enemies for everything they really are
and do, while always holding themselves in the highest esteem and innocence.
The original religions now known as "Satanism" (by the way, "Satan" means
"enemy" in Hebrew), were all based upon what is known as the "Magnum Opus"
or Great Work. The one known as "Satan" is our True Creator God. He was
prevented by the other Gods from finishing his work on humanity, that of the
godhead. The godhead is physical and spiritual perfection. Now, if you continue
to read on, I will prove this.
The serpent is seen everywhere in
ancient relics and structures. The
serpent was held sacred in all
areas of the ancient world. Satan is
the God Ea, aka ENKI, one of the
first of the Nephilim to arrive on this
planet and establish the first
civilization. In Sumerian mythology,
Enki's symbol was always the
serpent.

The serpent represents the DNA, the life
force and the kundalini and has survived as
the emblem of the American Medical
Association and Veterinary medicine, where
it is symbolic of life and healing. Only with the
coming of Judeo/Christianity, has this sacred
symbol been desecrated and blasphemed.
Nearly all of us are familiar with the term "fallen." This word has been used
copiously by Christian clergy to refer to Satan and his Demons. In truth, "fallen"
pertains to the kundalini serpent (which has always been associated with our
Creator God Satan), which has fallen in humanity as a whole and now lies
dormant at the base of the spine. Because of this, humanity as a whole is on a
very low level of spiritual understanding. Thoughtless abuses of children and
animals, senseless wars, brutality and endless corruption are the results of the
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fallen serpent. The "Tree of Life" which
was stolen from the ancient Pagan
religions and found its way into the
biblical book of Genesis, was seen in
many parts of the ancient world in
friezes upon walls of ancient temples
and in some tombs. The "Tree of Life" is
actually a map of the human soul. The
trunk is the spine and the branches are
the pathways for the chi (bioelectricity).
The serpent is what empowers the soul, bringing the all-knowing state of super
consciousness known as "samadhi." The "Sun-God" in truth is the ball of
condensed chi (bioelectricity), which is visualized and circulated through each of
the chakras (Gods) to empower and cleanse the soul, using specific meditations.
This is stage one of the Magnum Opus.
The stolen accounts in the Judeo-Christian Bible of humans living for hundreds of
years or more were taken from the objective of the Magnum Opus.
This is where all so-called "witchcraft" leads to- alchemy
of the soul. This is the highest and most profound
working of the human mind, that of accomplishing the
godhead of which is our birthright given to us from our
Creator Satan.
The halo seen in many paintings is the witchpower of the
risen kundalini. The Christians stole this concept from
the original religions, both east and west. The Buddha is
seen with a halo, as are many of the Hindu Gods for one
example.
The era in which the original religions reigned was known as the "Golden Age."
Some 10,000 years ago, the Gods left us. This article is not to go into the details
as to how or why. This will be covered in a separate article. The Gods are an
extraterrestrial race of beings. As a matter of fact, there have been several
different alien races that have lived here on planet Earth, and have taken an
interest in human beings, either as friends, enemies, or neutrals.
The main Gods who interacted with humanity and are our creators (through
genetic engineering) are the race of Gods known as the Nordics. They live
throughout the galaxy in several different solar systems. They are highly
advanced in knowledge, intelligence, and in spirit. Some are helpful to humans
as are Satan and the Elder Gods who have been labeled as “Demons.” Some
are neutral and others are and have been working for our destruction. The
background concerning the creation can be found in more detail in separate
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articles on this website. There has been a war over humanity in which Satan and
his Demons wish to give us the knowledge to elevate ourselves to spiritual and
physical perfection, while the enemy wishes to keep us spiritually ignorant in
order to use our life force (souls) as a free energy supply.
In many writings of a spiritual or occult nature, the term "God" or "Gods" was also
used to describe the seven chakras. Due to centuries of persecution of those
who had spiritual knowledge, doctrines contained many allegories and code
words. The number "seven" is repeated endlessly in the Judeo/Christian bible.
This is a corruption of the seven chakras of the soul.
The original cross was equal armed, as seen in
many of the Demon Sigils, with the points
(representative of the chakras) flaring out. Other
well-known examples are the Nazi Iron Cross and
the Bikers' cross. In truth, this is the shape of the
human soul, and represents the four elements (fire,
earth, air, and water) of which the human soul is
comprised. The number four was stolen and
corrupted in the Judeo/Christian Bible as with the
number seven, the most blatant example being the
four gospels.
The Tarot, which originated in Egypt and is based upon the constellations (Egypt
was the center of Spiritual Alchemy) has evolved into a deck of cards, of which
modern playing cards originated after the trump was discarded. The Tarot has a
hidden message and instructions for performing the Magnum Opus. From the
Tarot, the Jewish invented "Torah" was stolen, with the original teachings being
thoroughly corrupted. The Jewish "Torah" is also known as "The Five Books of
Moses" (another fictitious Jewish character based upon Sargon and Thutmose)
or the "Pentateuch." The five books were rip-offs from the five suits of the Tarot:
Wands/Rods (the element of fire), Pentacles/Coins (the element of earth), Cups
(the element of water) and Swords (the element of air), with the trump being the
aether or quintessence. All five elements form the essence of the human soul
(the fifth element of quintessence holds the four together) and are employed in
the working of the Magnum Opus.
Each of the Jewish characters and archetypes in the Bible are imposters stolen
from Pagan Gods. "Jesus" is NOT a real being, but a CONCEPT. For those
deluded Christians who believe they have experienced "Jesus" in reality, they are
communing with nefarious extraterrestrial beings. Aleister Crowley while in a
trance state, drew a picture of what is known to be "Jehova" (a corruption of
"YHVH" another rip-off of the four quarters and elements, making the 'name'
pronounceable) and drew a grey. At that time, knowledge of ET's was not
widespread and photos of them were non-existent. These same beings are said
to have made a deal with the Vatican: souls in exchange for wealth and power in
the hands of a few. To accomplish this end, all spiritual knowledge had to be
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removed. No scam can succeed if the victim has knowledge. In order to be
effectively victimized, one must be unknowing. Satan is the bringer of knowledge
and enlightenment. He has nothing to hide.
Getting back to the Nazarene, the crucifix of which I might add was not seen in
any place of worship until after the ninth century and is another rip-off of the four
quarters, the Jewish archetype "Jesus/Yeshua" is a CONCEPT. The 33 years he
was said to have lived represent the 33 vertebrae of the human spine of which
the kundalini ascends. The crucifixion symbolizes the Magnum Opus: the torture,
the death, and the resurrection. Origins that symbolize this work include the
Egyptian phoenix (born again from the ashes), the Egyptian God Set, who was
crucified on a furka, the tale of Isis and Osiris, where Osiris was mutilated into
some nine parts and was resurrected by Isis.
The Jewish "Virgin Mary" is a corrupted imposter of Astaroth. Michael the
archangel is the same and was stolen from Marduk. Archangel "Gabriel" was
stolen from the Egyptian God Thoth; Raphael was stolen from Azazel and Uriel
from Beelzebub. Again, this is another rip-off of the four quarters.
For further information, links are provided at the bottom of this article.
Human sexuality has always been severely regulated and frowned upon by the
Christian Church. This is because sexuality and orgasm as the life force are
essential to spiritual advancement and the raising of the kundalini serpent.
Because the church could not supervise sexual activity, they enforced a doctrine
of extreme terror. The populace, stripped of all knowledge and spiritual power
(ignorance= fear) fell victim to lies. “Hell” emerged on the scene. The word “Hell”
was stolen from the Norse word “Hel” representing the Norse underworld. In
truth, "Heaven" and "Hell" are code words for the base and crown chakras. Every
attempt was made by the church to replace any spiritual associations with these
numbers and any significant numbers that were related to the human soul such
as 144,000, which is the number of nadis within the human body to channel the
life force. The number two became synonymous with Satan. The second chakra
is sexual in nature and controls human sexuality, so of course any association
with two was evil. Blockages in the second chakra keep an individual completely
enslaved spiritually as the life force remains completely dormant in the first
chakra.
With fear, human beliefs and thoughts can be controlled. Humanity was led to
believe this omnipresent and “all-powerful” “God” could know their every little
thought and action. Through fear, people began to monitor their own thoughts
and actions. The seven sacraments (another rip-off of the seven chakras) of the
Catholic Church enforced strict control over every stage of an individual’s life.
The most control was exercised through the so-called "sacrament" of
“confession.” Through confession, the church had even more control, that of
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knowing the deepest secrets of the frightened population. This enabled the ruling
clergy to have power over kings, queens and other secular monarchy.
Satan tells us in the Black Book (The Al Jilwah), that many writings and texts
have been altered. Upon researching the origins of various myths and religions, I
find many authors are at a disagreement, both religious and secular. This is due
to the Christian Church's systematic destruction and removal of ancient
knowledge. To make matters worse, many of the remaining original documents
that escaped destruction have been altered.
The Gods left us the truth, inscribed in stone. The pyramids (the pyramids are in
the shape of the chakras) have stood against time. It is apparent these ancient
monoliths were constructed for future humanity, left to us by the Gods who knew
of our fate. These monuments speak for themselves. They were built to reflect
the movements of the stars and act as a calendar for beginning the all-important
work of the Magnum Opus. The Magnum Opus is normally commenced in the
spring, when the Sun enters the sign of Aries, which is known as the "Vernal
Equinox." The precise time for beginning this work is at 3 am, which is the hour of
Satan. This is the true hour. The fictitious nazarene was said to have perished at
3 pm. 3 pm is actually 15:00, not three and is thus false.
The "Horned God" originates to Sumeria. The Sumerian Gods wore headgear
with horns. This predates Judeo/Christianity by thousands of years. Pagan
religions were known for their worship of the Horned God. Only with the coming
of Christianity, were they repeatedly stamped out, but continued to resurface and
survive. Again, the Horned God was maligned and labeled as "evil.
The Horned God is a symbol of the chi, the bioelectrical life force. This is
represented by Mercury, as it is fleeting, until fixed through the Magnum
Opus. The glyph for the planet Mercury has the horns.
The carvings and the hieroglyphics on the Temple walls and the pyramids remain
with us today, as evidence of the truth for those who have enough spiritual
knowledge to interpret them. This is why the Gods imprinted these into stone.
Satanism is based upon the Magnum Opus. All of the Satanic symbols, the
emphasis on witchcraft and knowledge; all of these represent the achievement of
the godhead. The Magnum Opus is what Satanism is all about: humanity
reaching physical and spiritual perfection.
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The Yezidi Devil Worshippers of Iraq
There have been many conflicting articles concerning the Yezidi Devil
worshippers of Iraq. The Yezidi people originally came from Southern Iraq and
migrated north to Mount Lalish. It is believed they are descendants of the
Assyrians who sought refuge after the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE. ¹ Eridu also
known as “Enkidu” was an ancient city in Southern Iraq. This was Father Satan's
(Enki’s) city. The Valley of Baten El Ghoul which is right over the buried ancient
city is now known as "The Devil's Hole." "Belly of the Beast." The Jordanians and
many others consider it to be haunted. Demons have been seen by many who
have spent the night there, mostly soldiers in bivouac (camps). Those who have
been there for any length of time claim it has a powerful energy which RHP
people label as "evil."
Those who have spent the night there also claim the entire area is "bathed in a
strange bluish grey light." "Apparitions" are also seen. (The above information
was taken from the book "Psychic Warrior" by David Moorehouse). The author
was a US Army soldier who was hit in the head by a mortar shell while camping
with his platoon in that valley and experienced psychic phenomena and abilities
he never had before the incident. He was eventually assigned to the US Army
Psychic Warfare Dept.
Iraq has many ancient artifacts and evidence of Satan. Mount Lalesh is near the
ancient Assyrian city of Nineveh and along a three hundred mile stretch are the
Ziarahs; the Seven Towers of Satan with the center tower on Mount Lalesh. The
"Seven Towers or Powerhouses" -a high white cone shaped structure with bright
rays flashing from its pinnacle." ² Each tower is topped by a brilliant heliographic
reflector, and was intended to serve as a powerhouse from where a
Satanic/Yezidi Priest could beam his will to influence events in the world.
The Ziarahs symbolize the seven Chakram of the human soul.
The Yezidis have often been described as a secretive people who are not
permitted to reveal their religion to outsiders; they keep their real beliefs hidden.
Modern Yezidism has changed somewhat from the old ways due to outside
interference. The Yezidi people have been severely persecuted and are very
suspicious of outsiders. It is obvious their doctrines have been altered to conform
to xian beliefs as in the Qu’ret Al Yezid; Satan dictates he is a God and in other
places, it reads he is an “archangel.”
Satan dictated the Al Jilwah directly to Yezidi prophet Sheik Adi in the 12th
century. The Al Jilwah is the most important doctrine in Satanism and every
Satanist should be familiar with its teachings. I asked Satan if the Al Jilwah was
from him and he confirmed it was, but stated that the Muslims altered some of
the Yezidi doctrines.
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The Yezidis have been victims of mass murder and genocide at the hands of
others, mainly of those of the Christian and Muslim religions. In the year 1415
CE, Muslims desecrated and burned the tomb of Sheik Adi, ransacking his grave
and removing his bones and burning them in front of the Yezidis. “Some of the
Yezidi multitude they took as prisoners and made slaves of them, others they
murdered. “Badr al-Din further ordered the execution of two hundred members of
the sect and had Sheik Adi’s bones disinterred and burned.” ³
In 1892, Farik ‘Omar Pasa invited several Yezidi Chiefs to Mosul. His agenda
was to collect 20 years back taxes and to try to convert them to Islam. A few
xians were present at the meeting. He began to tell them “if they would give up
their Devil-worship, they would be rewarded with high place and rank, and would
please the great Allah.” When they refused to answer, Farik threw them into
prison, marched on their village, and “slew about 500 of them.” 4
Most Yezidis are illiterate and the few doctrines they have are passed down from
generation to generation by word of mouth. In order to avoid persecution, the
Yezidi people have purposely deceived outsiders concerning their beliefs and
doctrines. This explains why there are so many conflicting accounts of their faith.
The Yezidis have very few scriptures; in the Al-Jilwah, Satan instructs, “I lead to
the straight path without a book.”
”Melek Ta’us taught “first by oral tradition and secondly by this book Jilwe.” 5
The Yezidi people are forbidden to say the name “Shaitan.” They refer to Satan
as “Melek Ta’us.” Melek means “King.” He is known as the Peacock Angel
because of his beauty and pride. He is the “Proud One” and “Ruler of the Earth.”
He is a God of light rather than of darkness and is concerned with the destinies
of the world. The Yezidis represent Satan by both the peacock and the snake.
“The peacock represents the beauty of the worshipped God and the snake
represents his wisdom because he is both beautiful and wise.” Their holy relic is
the copper sanjak, an image of the peacock. 6
They play the flute and tambourine at their festivals and dance; “a worship which
led to every excess of debauchery and lust.” 7
”The Jalwah and the Resh are the authentic holy scriptures of the Yezidis. The
Yezidis not only acknowledge the loss of many copies of their scriptures but also
Shaikh Hayder’s recording of the Book of Resh. The latter no doubt the Resh
scripture was set down from memory.” The Yezidis indeed avoid mentioning the
very name ‘Satan’ or any of his attributes; have kept themselves aloof for
centuries and their books a mystery. They also are forbidden to wear the color
blue as this is the sacred color of Satan. 8 The Yezidis sometimes use the name
“Ankar” for Satan and the name Angar-Manyu for Ahriman in Zoroastrianism. 9
The Mishaf (Scripture) Resh (Black) the Yezidis believe was written by Shaikh
Hasan al-Basri has been called “Black” because the word Satan is covered in it.
Some believe it was the Koran with the words for Satan covered by wax. It
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measures 28 x 21 cm. and has a leather cover. The Yezidis also have a
reputation for being adepts at black magick. 10

¹ The Yezidis, their Life and Beliefs by Sami Said Ahmed 1975
² Adventures in Arabia: Among the Bedouins, Druses, Whirling Dervishes &
Yezidee Devil Worshipers by W.B. Seabrook 1927
³Yezidism- its Background, Observances and Textual Tradition
by Philip G. Kreyenbroek 1995
4

Ibid.

5

The Yezidis: A Study in Survival by J.S. Guest 1987

6

Peacock Angel by E.S. Drower 1941
Ibid

7
8
9

The Yezidis, their Life and Beliefs by Sami Said Ahmed 1975
Ibid

10

Devil Worship 1919: The Sacred Books and Traditions of the Yezidiz
by Isya Joseph
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The Al Jilwah
The Black Book of Satan
Chapter I
I was, am now, and shall have no end. I exercise dominion over all creatures and
over the affairs of all who are under the protection of my image. I am ever
present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need. There is no
place in the universe that knows not my presence. I participate in all the affairs,
which those who are without call evil because their nature is not such as they
approve. Every age has its own manager, who directs affairs according to my
decrees. This office is changeable from generation to generation, that the ruler of
this world and his chiefs may discharge the duties of their respective offices
everyone in his own turn. I allow everyone to follow the dictates of his own
nature, but he that opposes me will regret it sorely.
No god has a right to interfere in my affairs, and I have made it an imperative rule
that everyone shall refrain from worshipping all gods. All of the books of those
who are without are altered by them; and they have declined from them, although
they were written by the prophets and the apostles. That there are interpolations
is seen in the fact that each sect endeavors to prove that the others are wrong
and to destroy their books.
To me truth and falsehood are known. When temptation comes, I give my
covenant to him that trusts in me. Moreover, I give council to the skilled directors,
for I have appointed them for periods that are known to me. I remember
necessary affairs and execute them in due time. I teach and guide those who
follow my instruction. If anyone obey me and conform to my commandments, he
shall have joy, delight, and comfort.
Chapter II
I requite the descendants of Adam, and reward them with various rewards that I
alone know. Moreover, power and dominion over all that is on earth, both that
which is above and that which is beneath, are in my hands. I do not allow friendly
association with other people, nor do I deprive them that are my own and that
obey me of anything that is good for them. I place my affairs in the hands of
those whom I have tried and who are in accordance with my desires. I appear in
diverse manners to those who are faithful and under my command.
I give and take away; I enrich and impoverish; I cause both happiness and
misery. I do all this in keeping with the characteristics of each epoch. And none
has a right to interfere with my management of affairs. Those who oppose me I
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afflict with disease; but my own shall not die like the sons of Adam that are
without. None shall live in this world longer than the time set by me; and if I so
desire, I send a person a second or third time into this world or into some other
by the transmigration of souls.
Chapter III
I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and
chosen ones by unseen means. All my teachings are easily applicable to all
times and all conditions. I punish in another world all who do contrary to my will.
Now the sons of Adam do not know the state of things that is to come. For this
reason, they fall into many errors. The beasts of the earth, the birds of heaven
and the fish of the sea are all under the control of my hands. All treasures and
hidden things are known to me; and as I desire, I take them from one and bestow
them upon another.
I reveal my wonders to those who seek them, and in due time my miracles to
those who receive them from me. But those who are without are my adversaries,
hence they oppose me. Nor do they know that such a course is against their own
interests, for might, wealth and riches are in my hands, and I bestow them upon
every worthy descendant of Adam. Thus the government of the worlds, the
transition of generations, and the changes of their directors are determined by
me from the beginning.
Chapter IV
I will not give my rights to other gods. I have allowed the creation of four
substances, four times and four corners; because they are necessary things for
creatures.
The books of Jews, Christians and Muslims, as of those who are without, accept
in a sense, i.e., so far as they agree with and conform to my statutes.
Whatsoever is contrary to these, they have altered; do not accept it. Three things
are against me and I hate three things. But those who keep my secrets shall
receive the fulfillment of my promises. Those who suffer for my sake I will surely
reward in one of the worlds.
It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are
without prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my
commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such
as are without.
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I have not taught these teachings, nor do they proceed from me. Do not mention
my name nor my attributes, lest ye regret it; for ye do not know what those who
are without may do.
Chapter V
O yea that have believed in me, honor my symbol and my image, for they remind
you of me. Observe my laws and statutes. Obey my servants and listen to
whatever they may dictate to you of the hidden things. Receive that, that is
dictated, and do not carry it before those who are without, Jews, Christians,
Muslims and others; for they know not the nature of my teaching. Do not give
them your books, lest thy alter them without your knowledge. Learn by heart the
greater part of them, lest they be altered.
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Qu'ret al-Yezid
Revelation of Melek Ta'us

Wherefore, it is true that my knowledge encompasses the
Very truth of all that is,
And my wisdom is not separate from my heart,
And the manifestation of my descent is clear unto you,
And when it is revealed to the children of Adam it will
Be seen by all.
And many will tremble thereby.
All habitations and desert spaces are indeed of my own creation, set forth,
All fully within my strength, not that of the false gods;
Wherefore I am he that men come with their rightful worship,
Not the false gods of their books, wrongly written;
But they come to know me, a peacock of bronze and gold,
Wings spread over Kaaba, temple, and church, not to be overshadowed.
And in the secret cave of my wisdom it is known that there is no god but myself,
Archangel over all the host, Melek Ta'us.
Knowing this, who dares deny?
Knowing this, who dares fail to worship?
Knowing this, who dares worship the false gods of the Koran and bible?
Know that who knows me will I cast into paradisiacal gardens of my pleasure!
But the Yezid who knows me not will I cast into affliction.
Say then, I am the only and exalted archangel;
And I make prosperous whom I will,
And I enliven whom I will.
Say then, I alone am to be praised from the Towers of Lalish,
And from the mountain of Ararat to the western sea.
Say then, let the light of knowledge flash forth from the ziarahs,
Flash forth from the river of Euphrates to the hiddeness of Shamballah.
Let my Sanjak be carried from its safe place into the temple,
And let all the clans of Yezid know of my manifestation,
Even Sheikan, and Sinjar, and Haliteyeh, and Malliyeh, and Lepcho,
And the Kotchar who wander among the heathen.
So saith Shaitan
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Satanic Sacraments
People have asked why we advocate making a commitment to Satan. Making a
commitment to Satan is a sacrament. It changes your life for the better and
opens a door to knowledge, wisdom, the spirit world, and friendly communication
with the Demons that is inaccessible to outsiders. Making a commitment shows
one's intentions and dedication to Satan. This is where he takes us seriously.
Unlike sacraments in other religions, Satanic sacraments are real and true. In
other religions, the sacraments are false. This is proven by the fact that those
who receive them can just walk out or "backslide" and leave at any time. They
have no power or bond. They are in reality, worthless.
When we make a commitment to Satan, he takes us and our word seriously. This
is real and permanent as it should be. The initiation ritual also represents a test
of character. Strength is so important. Our character is tested when we give our
souls to Father. Here we take one of the most courageous steps of our lives.
Many of us go up against everything we have been indoctrinated with throughout
our lives with bold defiance. Here we show our true character, that we are not
manipulated by fears, threats, and things we truly do not understand. This is a
huge spiritual step in liberation of the self and soul and prepares us for the
intense inner growth and spiritual evolution that comes with being a true Satanist.
This shows we are truly dedicated to Father and we mean what we say, as total
honesty is extremely important to Satan and the Demons. In return, we are
rewarded with knowledge and wisdom beyond anything known to outsiders.
In addition, when those of us make a commitment to serve as clergy, this is a
serious lifetime appointment. Father Satan takes us up on this. He frequently
makes his presence known in the lives of his disciples even when we have our
minds on something else. This is the way it should be. Father's relationship with
us is a two way street. He meets us more than half way.
Outsiders are known as "those who are without." Many who have dabbled in the
occult, magick, and even Egypt; (as Egypt and all of the occult are of Father
Satan) outsiders have had their share of negative experiences and hard luck, as
they have not made a commitment. I have found outsiders can only go so far in
these areas. When we make a commitment, we become part of the Family of
Satan where we are welcomed to learn, grow, and evolve.
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Making a Commitment to Satan
Had I as many souls as there be stars, I'd give them all for Mephistopheles!"
-Dr. Faustus
*Please read the Frequently Asked Questions at the bottom of the page.
What happens when I make a formal commitment to Satan?
Almost immediately, things start to get better, Satan looks out for his own. Satan
gives us an inner strength and we become very strong in spirit. Unlike right hand
path religions, where adherents are forever praying and searching for their god,
Satan comes to us on his own. Many times, we can feel him. He comes to
comfort us when we get down, worried, or are experiencing problems.
He snaps us into line and directs us as to what we need to do to be focused and
happy. Unlike the false god Jehova and his cohorts, Satan never turns his back
on us in our time of need.
An good analogy/story is a Christian: He is in serious trouble, in desperation,
takes his last change, goes to a phone booth in the freezing rain and dials
heaven. He keeps getting a busy signal. After quite some time, someone
answers and puts him on hold. They leave him on hold. When a Satanist calls
Hell, Satan, himself, picks up after the first ring.
In making a commitment, we engage a formal ritual. This is done out of free will.
We are making a choice, as opposed to being dragged off to some Christian
church, and reciting canned prayers in front of a bunch of idiots.
The initiation ritual is very personal, unless you decide to have friends participate,
or are doing it as part of a group.
You will need:
One or more black, blue, or red candles (as many as you like)
A sterilized needle or razor
A piece of clean paper, large enough to write the prayer below
A dry pen, where you sign your name in blood (dip the tip of the pen in your
blood)
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Write the following prayer:
Before the almighty and ineffable God Satan/Lucifer and in the presence of all
Demons of Hell, who are the True and the Original gods, I, (state your full name)
renounce any and all past allegiances. I renounce the false Judeo/Christian god
Jehova, I renounce his vile and worthless son Jesus Christ, I renounce his foul,
odious, and rotten holy spirit.
I proclaim Satan Lucifer as my one and only God. I promise to recognize and
honor him in all things, without reservation, desiring in return, his manifold
assistance in the successful completion of my endeavors.
It is important to bathe before any rituals you perform, this is done out of respect.
When you are ready, you can light the candle. Take the needle, prick the index
finger of your left hand, and squeeze some blood out.
Sign your name in blood.
Recite the prayer either aloud or in your head
Fold the paper and let it burn in the fire of the candle. Many of us have stayed
and meditated until the candle had burned itself out.
At the end of the ritual, close with the words "so mote it be." And a Big "HAIL
SATAN!!"

Frequently Asked Questions/concerns:
Question:
Can I perform the ritual more than once?
Answer:
NO! Satanic rituals are real and binding. The ritual should only be done ONE
TIME!
Question:
I performed the ritual. I could barely get any blood on the paper, is the ritual still
valid?
Answer:
YES!! The amount of blood does not matter, this is only a formality. What is in
our hearts and what our intentions are, are much more important than the
amount of blood in our signature.
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Question:
Can I reverse the ritual at a later date?
Answer:
Satanic rituals, unlike the rituals in other religions, are real and permanent. I
received a very small number of letters from people who were confused and
harassed by Christians. One person performed a reverse ritual and Satan left
him. Totally. Satan does not push himself on anyone.
Christians are deceived. They believe their "God" to be "loving" and "forgiving." In
truth, this monster is a spiteful, hateful attacker of human beings. When one is
with Satan, one is always under his protection. He looks out for us and we enter
a new life where we no longer have the worries that others endure. Things are
not perfect, but they are always much better. Satan does not punish people who
reject him, he simply leaves and one is left all alone to endure the torments of the
enemy.
These people wrote to me because after several months, they were begging for
Satan to take them back. The enemy did absolutely nothing for them. All were
extremely regretful they ever left and very desperate to come back.
Question:
I am under-age and my parents would cause me serious problems if they ever
caught me doing a Satanic ritual.
Answer:
If there is absolutely no way you can perform the ritual without placing yourself in
danger, you can perform it in your astral temple.
You can do the above ritual when you are older. Performing the dedication on the
astral is every bit as valid as doing it physically. Satan is very understanding
concerning teens who are forced into accepting Christianity while living at home
and being underage.
Question:
I am underage, living in a Christian home and my parents force me to go to
church and participate in Christian sacraments. Can I still do the dedication? Will
Satan be angry with me?
Answer:
Yes, you can still perform the ritual. Satan understands. As long as you are loyal
to him in your heart, he will not be angry with you. Those of you under 18 are not
free. There is no need to reveal your allegiance to Satan to anyone. What is in
your heart is more important than anything else. Satan advises us in the AlJilwah not to reveal our religion to outsiders if it will cause us harm in any way,
this is especially important for teens. Just renounce the Christian "God" in your
mind if you are forced to participate in any of his garbage. Satan understands it
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can be downright dangerous, and in some cases even life threatening for teens
living in Christian homes to reveal their allegiance to him.

I performed the dedication ritual several years ago, at midnight on the evening of
April 30th. My life over these past few years has drastically changed for the
better. I have found blissful happiness and profound joy, as I have never
experienced before. I have no doubts that Satan/Lucifer is the Creator God of
humanity. There are no words to express my deepest love for him. He has
touched me to tears many, many times and has blessed me and my family
profusely. I strongly encourage everyone to perform the commitment ritual. I
have never known a more beautiful, loving, magnificent being as my beloved
Father Satan. Exalted be His Name and May He Reign Forever!!
-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
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Satanism's Origins in the Far East
From years of research, and guidance from our Beloved Father Satan, we have
discovered the true origins of Satanism. We have come to the conclusion,
knowing Judaism, Christianity and Islam to be unparalleled and vicious hoaxes
upon humanity, that the claims these programs make in regards to the origins of
humanity being in the Middle East are lies and cover-ups to further delude and
confuse people as to the truth. Spiritual knowledge and teachings came to Egypt
and Mesopotamia from the Far East.
The Far East is also where Judaism and Christianity STOLE their doctrines from,
after corrupting them and replacing them with imposter filth, with the goal to
remove all spiritual knowledge from the populace, their trail of lies is replete with
the murdered, the tortured, the damned and the spiritual degeneracy of
humanity. More and more lies are necessary for these programs to cover up their
stinking foundation of corpses, destruction of historical artifacts, and horrendous
corruption.
When doing any personal research/study on your own regarding the Far East
disciplines, it is very important to remember that unfortunately, these have been
heavily polluted with Christian filth and lies like just about everything else. The
TRUE goal of Satanism [the root word/name "SAT" of 'all names and variations
of Satan' means "TRUTH" in Sanskrit, which is one of the worlds oldest
languages], is to advance our souls and to empower ourselves. Meaningless
crap such as references to certain 'morality' and 'personal conduct' should be
weeded out as dross. These in truth have nothing whatsoever to do with
obtaining the powers of the mind and soul. Knowledge and application of that
knowledge is the only key.
"Right up to the thirteenth century, Yantra-Tantra practices thrived on a
widespread basis in the whole of Eastern India. In the Thirteenth century, muslim
invaders destroyed the famed universities and centres of learning of YantraTantra and ruined thousands of volumes of literature in the form of books,
manuscripts and icons. People practicing the art of Yantra-Tantra were
massacred and those who were able to save their lives escaped to South India,
Assam and countries like Nepal, Tibet, Burma, Ceylon and Java. In more recent
times, the Chinese invaders who plundered Tibet further destroyed the
monasteries and literature of Yantra-Tantra."
Reference: Power of Mantra and Yantra by P. Khurrana
As we can easily see from the above excerpt, Christianity and Islam are nothing
more than formidable tools to destroy all true spirituality and replace it with false
imposter lies and corruptions. Much has been destroyed. Satan leads us to the
truth through our own study and through opening our souls and minds.
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The Roots and Origins of True Satanism
After years of research into Satanism, we have found the origins are in the Far
East. When beginning research into Satanism, one usually will look to Western
Occultism. Western Occultism has been thoroughly corrupted and infested with
Jewish filth. Nearly everything in Western Occultism has its roots in the Far East.
Western Occultism is chock full of Hebrew letters, numerology, angels and other
filth. Our original Gods who gave us spiritual knowledge are blasphemed and
made to hideous monsters. When tracing all of this back to its origins in the Far
East, the names of our Gods in Sanskrit are revered and held in the high esteem
they deserve. The name "Satan" which means "enemy" in Hebrew, means
TRUTH and CREATOR GOD in Sanskrit. Of course, the people of lies would
deem TRUTH as their mortal enemy.
Civilization did not begin in the Middle East as we are led to believe. Sumeria,
Egypt, and other ancient civilizations obtained their spiritual teachings and occult
knowledge from the Far East. The modern paperback edition of the
Necronomicon; in the preface, the editors even admit to this text having its
origins in Sanskrit. Anyone with knowledge of Sanskrit can see this is true with
many of the words and names in that book.
Satanist Heinrich Himmler knew the truth about our spiritual origins in the Far
East, and sent an expedition to Tibet, where the Germans were very well
received. The expedition brought back around 30 Tibetan Buddhist Monks to
Berlin, all of whom died in a group ritual suicide in the spring of 1945, with the fall
of the Third Reich.
True Satanism can be found in Kundalini [Serpent] Yoga, and Left Hand Path
Tantra. Unfortunately, like with everything else, there have been some
corruptions in the above-mentioned disciplines, where the Jewish tool of
Christianity has infested, but most of you who are dedicated to Satan will feel the
truth in the basic doctrines. Acquiring of knowledge means sifting out the dross.
In their obsessive and relentless quest for world domination, and to take the
place of our True Creator God who is known as Satan, the Jews have used
everything in their power to destroy, pervert, and corrupt all true spiritual
knowledge. The mass murder of Gentile priests and sages, the systematic
destruction through infiltration, of any and all prominent Gentile occult
organizations, such as Freemasonry,[which is now another tool for Jewish
communism], leaving a long trail of murders, and more murders and lies to cover
up the stinking stench of all of this hideous kosher corruption. The end result is
communism, which is the final removal of all spiritual/occult knowledge from the
Gentile populace, while Jewish masters assume the position of 'God.'
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In preparation for all of this, nearly every single page of the Judeo/Christian Bible
has the word 'Jew' 'Jews' and/or 'Israel' on it. Their agenda is based upon taking
names, places, important dates, and concepts from Gentiles and replacing them
with their fictitious characters, archetypes, and corrupted teachings, to disarm us
spiritually. They use these lies to claim they were the founders of all religion,
civilization, and spiritual teachings, the greatest of their lies is that of being 'The
Chosen of God.' Much of this is also subliminal. Exclusively Jewish schools
where the Jews learn to argue and obtain the knowledge they need to destroy
Gentiles, are called "Shivas." The name was stolen from the masculine power of
the Kundalini, the consort of the feminine Shakti. In other words, the brains that
direct the spiritual power to manifest on the material plane in a specific way.
Those who are knowledgeable here can readily see the connection.
Many textbooks, even at college level claim Judaism to be the oldest of religions,
which is a LIE. A prime example of using a fictitious history is the state of
Palestine. They obtained this state through LIES. Ever since, the Palestinian
people have suffered horribly. There has never been any peace in the Middle
East with the establishment of the bandit state of Israel. These lies have given
the Jewish people special privileges and a history they are NOT entitled to.
Occult power is within us all. By removing this knowledge and keeping it for
themselves, the Jews can throw a curse at whomever they choose, and the
Gentile victim is helpless without any knowledge or spiritual power. They have
even bragged about this and more in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,
stating the aura of protection they have put around their entire people, so when
the shit really comes down on all of the Gentiles [fighting each other, because of
Jewish instigation], their own will be protected.
Christianity not only removes spiritual knowledge and replaces it with Jewish lies,
but also self-perpetuates through the use of the energies of the believers. This
powerful Jewish tool must be destroyed, as its end result is Jewish communism,
as can be readily seen in the biblical message as a whole and in the sermons of
the Jewish invented character of the nazarene.
'Maya' means 'illusion' in Sanskrit. Many are concerned about the 'Mayan'
calendar, which states the end being in the year 2012. Given the research I have
done [I am far from finished here], the names of many civilizations, especially
many ancient ones have their origins in Sanskrit, such as Sumeria [SumerAryan].
The Mayan connection makes sense. We believe that 2012 may be the year
when Gentiles as a whole wake up to the Jewish SPELL and HOAX of
Christianity.
A Jewish rabbi once stated that the Hebrew letter 'Vau' that is in their numerology
a six, is also the Semitic W. WWW [World Wide Web of the internet] equals '666'
which the Jews have named 'The Beast.' The information on the internet cannot
be controlled. This will be their undoing.
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In closing, I would like to add some very important information concerning the
Eastern teachings we now have available to us today. Like with most everything,
much of what we have today has been infested with Christian lies, no different
from the 'New Age' teachings, which are Christianized Paganism and witchcraft.
When researching Kundalini Yoga and Left Hand Path Tantra, one can see in the
essence, the symbols, the mantras, the words, and the techniques, the Satanic
essence and foundation here.
The most important thing one can do when reading anything of yoga is to realize
that much of what we now have available to us has been corrupted. There are no
'Laws' as such. All of the crap on celibacy, abstaining from eating certain foods,
observing certain virtues, lack of desire and detachment, and related, is not only
dross, but very harmful advice in many respects. I have done enough studying,
along with personal experience to know this. In addition, that 'absence of desire'
that keeps cropping up in many of Eastern teachings [that have been corrupted
with Christian filth], that alone- one can see is total bullshit and lies. Total
absence of desire = death. If one actually had 'no desires' then one would not
meditate, nor would one work towards advancing one's self and seeking
enlightenment. One would be dead. These false teachings are there to disarm
and prevent those who acquire power from the above disciplines from using it.
Using our powers through both white and black magick is what the enemy fears
the most. This is why these teachings have been corrupted. As for absence of
desire, the only truth in this is if one does the exercises faithfully, this will stop
cravings for mind-altering drugs and related vices.
True Left Hand Path Tantra is living life to the fullest, indulgence in pleasure,
while working towards enlightenment through meditation and knowledge- the
Satanic way. Many books about yoga contradict each other, which reveals
corrupted information. You have to open your mind and like with reading
anything- read through it the Satanic way- sift out the xian bullshit that
unfortunately has infested nearly everything.
In empowering ourselves, truth be known, and I speak from experience here:
Ø There are no special dietary laws
Ø There are no special ways of living or being- in other words, you are FREE
to be yourself and live your life as you choose
Ø There are no sexual taboos, meaning- you are free to have sex as you
choose, with whom you choose, and as often as you choose
Ø The only thing that IS relevant with these disciplines is CONSISTENT
PRACTICE, and nothing more. The essence of these teachings are all
about developing the powers of the mind and soul, which are open to
everyone in the universe. You don't have to live your life by certain laws.
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Energy does what it is told to do. The only thing one needs is accurate
knowledge. The knowledge on how to get there and how to be the most
powerful you can be.
As Satanists, we work toward:
§
§
§

Developing and advancing the powers known as 'Siddhis', such as
telekinesis, telepathy, levitation, and so forth. These are gifts to us from
Satan.
Development of our personal powers in causing desired changes in our
lives and/or in the lives of others using the powers of our minds and souls.
Using any powers we obtain from doing yoga, meditation, mantra, etc., to
enhance our lives, establish justice if we are wronged, acquire wealth,
heal and/or anything else we desire.

DESIRE is the key to working effective 'witchcraft.' When our minds and souls
become powerful through meditation, yoga, and mantra, what we DESIRE will
often manifest of itself in our lives, even without any working or ritual. I know this
from my own personal experiences. DESIRE alone will bring it about, if one has
the power.
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Satanic Symbols
It is a sad fact that few Satanists know the real meaning of our symbols. Most
take false and erroneous information from Christian sources. Christians show
their stupidity and ignorance incessantly. Knowledge is their most formidable
enemy for no scam, no hoax, nor any lie can succeed when one has knowledge
of the truth. Every Satanic symbol represents powerful spiritual meaning in
regards to humanity reaching the godhead of spiritual and physical perfection
and immortality. Most if not all Satanic symbols pertain to the true spiritual
knowledge and the human soul.
THE SERPENT: The most sacred symbol in
Satanism. The serpent represents the kundalini
force at the base of the spine. When the serpent
is activated through power meditation and specific
exercises, it ascends through the seven chakras,
bringing intense awareness, enlightenment,
psychic powers and abilities, and all-knowing. The
hooded cobra, seen in many ancient carvings and
paintings in Egypt, symbolizes the resulting
expanded consciousness of raising the serpent.
This is the TRUE foundation of Satanism- raising
the serpent. Those who are successful in raising the serpentine energy are on a
much higher spiritual level and can no longer be deceived by Christianity and its
related programs.
The Point Down Pentagram symbolizes energy entering
our crown chakra from above. The Satanic Lightning Bolt
symbolizes Satan as our True Creator God. The lightning
bolt is the life force- the bioelectricity. All point down
symbols in Satanism represent energy from above
descending and giving life to, and empowering the human
soul.
The Equal Armed Iron Cross is seen in most Demon Sigils and
represents the alignment of the chakras and the shape of the
human soul.
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Lucifer has several sigils. All have to do with reaching
the godhead. His symbol at left represents the True
GRAIL. This is the cup that holds the elixir of life. The
Catholic Church STOLE this concept and corrupted it.
The Grail is part of the Magnum Opus, the potential of
which we have within ourselves. It is not a material
object, it is a concept. The "blood of the chakras" is the
energy they leak when stimulated. The Grail is
depicted as "Royal Blood." this is the 'blood' of the
chakras.
The symbols on the left are of Astaroth. Both were
derived from the Egyptian Ankh.
The Egyptian Ankh represents the key to the soul
and the heart chakra. The glyph for the planet
Venus was derived from the ankh. Both the planet
Venus and the heart chakra are of Astaroth.

The colors RED, WHITE, and BLACK date back not only to Ancient Egypt, but to
their origins in the Far East. Egypt was known as the "Black and Red Land" and
was the center of Alchemy. Alchemy is the transformation of the human soul into
the godhead. Through this transformation, we complete Our Creator Satan's
unfinished work. The colors red, white and black are of the three major nadis of
the human soul. The Ida is black, the Pingala is red, and the Sushumna is white.
"DARKNESS"
The association of "darkness" with Satanism has been totally twisted. This is not
about spooks, ghouls or any other crap like that. Satanic "darkness" has to do
with the "yin" in the "yang." This represents the female side of the soul; the
subconscious mind that we access through meditation. The Serpent of Satan is
of the female side of the soul. The male side of the soul is the logical side- the
left brain. The female side is the right side of the brain. The soul has both positive
and negative poles. Both the male and the female must work together. The
logical male side; the left-brain directs the female side through thought and will.
The female side of the soul is the powerhouse of the soul. The female side
makes manifest the thoughts and ideas generated from the male logical side.
The female side is also the creative aspect of the soul; dreams, music, feelings
and intuitions. Because of the power to direct one's own destiny and the spiritual
freedom that comes with this are of the female side of the soul, the Christian
Churches and their related ilk, such as Islam, work at promoting an inferior image
of women; with Islam being brutal to women, and the incessant denigrations of
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women in the Judeo/Christian bible. All of this in addition reflects on the
subconscious, subliminal level to suppress and deny the female power of the
soul. Through centuries of this enforced garbage, which is nothing more than a
program to remove spirituality, the female side of the soul and its powers have
atrophied. This is why humanity and this world are in such an ugly mess right
now. This has created a most serious imbalance that has become generational.
Satanism works through power meditation to empower the female side of the
soul to regain balance and restore spiritual health, along with empowering the
individual.
The "Devil's Pitchfork" is actually a
very ancient symbol predating
Christianity by thousands of years.
This symbol originated in the Far
East [where Christianity and its
Jewish root stole from copiously;
hideously perverting and corrupting
the massive theft beyond
recognition, in order to destroy
spiritual knowledge and keep
spiritual power in the hands of the
"Chosen" few]. It is known as the
"TRISHUL" and symbolizes piercing through the
three knots in the base, the heart, and 6th chakras,
also known as "granthis" in Sanskrit. For the serpent to ascend, all three must be
open. The Trishul symbolizes the serpentine energy piercing through the three
granthis.
The image of Baphomet of western occultism was taken from the image of Shiva
[above]. Note the position of the arms, one pointing
upwards and the other downwards. The Baphomet
again is symbolic of both the male and the female
aspects of the soul. Note the Baphomet is both male
and female, as also seen with in images of the
Egyptian God Akhenaton. The horns are symbolic of
Mercury, which is the vril, chi, witchpower, life-force,
prana.
The wings of the soul represent spiritual freedom. The
goat symbolizes fertility- fertility in multiplying the life
force, vril, which activates and raises the serpent. The
"Goat of a Thousand Young" is referring to the crown
chakra, "Sahasrara" in Sanskrit which means
"Thousand Petaled Lotus."
The horns are symbolic of the life force, the witchpower, vril, chi...This is
symbolized by the symbol for the planet Mercury [shown directly below].
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"Mercury" is known as "Messenger of the Gods."
"God/s" is a code-word for the chakras. Note the horns
shown on the image of Azazel [shown at left], with the
rays shining from his head, representing the risen
serpent.

The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the
human chakra. The missing capstone
represents the unfinished work and the ALLSEEING EYE represents the gnosis and allknowing when one reaches the godhead. This state is also
known as "SAMADI" or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." The
photo at left was taken from the US One Dollar Bill. The United
States, government and all, was founded upon Masonic
principles and is not Christian by any stretch of the imagination. Original
Freemasonry was of Satan.

666 is the Kabbalistic square of the Sun. 666 is the all-important solar chakra.
The true meaning of the "Temple of Solomon" is the TEMPLE OF THE SUN.
"Sol" "Om" and "On" are all words for the Sun. "Sol" is the Latin word for the Sun
and is close to the English word "soul." "Om" is a name given by the Hindus to
the Spiritual Sun and "On" is an Egyptian word for Sun. The symbolism of the
Temple of Solomon was stolen by the Jews and made into a fictitious character,
as with the fictitious nazarene and nearly everything in the Judeo/Christian Bible.
The true meaning of the "Temple of the Sun" is spiritual. This symbolizes the
perfected soul, where the rays from the solar [666] chakra, which is the center of
the soul and circulates spiritual energy, radiates into 8 separate rays. The shining
soul is symbolized by the sun. 8 is the number of Astaroth. This is also "The New
Jerusalem." The name of "Jerusalem" has also been stolen and corrupted into a
city in Israel. "Jerusalem" IS A CONCEPT!
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Note on the two Satanic symbols here, the number 8 is the
symbol for infinity/immortality. The 8 is turned on its side. The
double cross symbolizes the human soul at the solar [666]
and heart/shoulder chakras.

The 8 pointed star on the right, is the Star of Astaroth.
The Catholic Church labeled this as "Sigil of the Beast."
Anything having to do with spirituality has been
maligned, slandered, blasphemed, and desecrated by
the Christian Churches. The shining perfected soul is
also symbolic as "The Light."
Astaroth's symbol represents the balance and
equilibrium, obtained when both the Ida and Pingala
nadis are equally active, and the Sushumna is no
longer dormant.
The Skull and Bones is symbolic of the Nigredo [transformation]
stage of the Magnum Opus (The transformation of the soul into
the godhead). This is the death stage in the work, before the
soul is purified into the godhead. The dross is separated from
the pure.
The Black Sun, the Raven, the Crow, and the color black also symbolize the
Nigredo [transformation] stage. The Black Sun is the astral Sun.
The Peacock is sacred to Satan and represents the third eye and the multicolored stage of the Magnum Opus following the Nigredo [transformation].
Lucifer, Lucifer, stretch your tail, and lead me away full speed through the strait
passage, of the valley of death, to the shining light, the palace of the Gods Isanatha Muni
The inverted cross is a very ancient symbol, YES, predating Christianity
and its Jewish root by thousands of years. Its true meaning symbolizes
the correct way of aligning the chakras. The all-important solar [666]
chakra is aligned point down, and gives the soul its power.
For more information on Spiritual Satanism, we encourage you to visit
www.joyofsatan.org
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www.joyofsatan.com
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